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Abstract

This work studies the application of genetic algorithms
to the domain of game playing, emphasising on learn-
ing a static evaluation function. Learning involves ex-
perience generation, hypothesis generation and hypoth-
esis evaluation. Most learning systems use preclassified
examples to guide the search in the hypothesis space
and to evaluate current hypotheses. In game learning,
it is very difficult to get classified examples. Genetic
Algorithms provide an alternative approach. Compet-
ing hypotheses are evaluated by tournaments. New hy-
potheses are generated by genetic operators. We intro-
duce a new framework for applying genetic algorithms
to game evaluation-function learning. The evaluation
function is learned by its derivatives rather than learn-
ing the function itself. We introduce a new genetic op-
erator, called derivative crossover, that accelerates the
search for static evaluation function. The operator per-
forms cross-over on the derivatives of the chromosomes.
We have demonstrated experimentally the advantage of
tile derivative crossover for learning an evaluation func-
tion.

Introduction

Most of the game-playing programs have a pre-
programmed strategy. However, since the early days
of computing, attempts have been made to build pro-
grams that learn their strategy through experience [15].
In order to address the problem of strategy learning,
we first identify what exactly is to be learned, and then
proceed to develop methods for carrying it out.

Game-playing learning programs traditionally as-
sume MINIMAX search, and direct their learning ef-
forts in acquiring a real-vMued static evaluation func-
tion. Theoretically, in two-player zero-sum perfect-

information games, like Checkers, one of the players
possesses a winning strategy. The nodes of the game
tree belong to two distinct classes: win nodes (W) and
lose nodes (L). Game-learning can be therefore pre-
sented as a classification problem as following: given
a board - classify it as W or L. Armed with such a clas-
sifier, we could play the move that transfers us to a win
position. One method for achieving that is to expand
the whole tree under each board, and apply the MI-
NIMAX procedure. Since this is rarely applicable, we
need a cheaper classifier that uses static features and
classifies each board as win (W) or lose (L) with 
level of confidence [13].

Such a classifier can be supplied by human or ac-
quired by a program. However, it is hard to classify
a board using static features even for human. Instead,
human usually give an evaluation function, V(-), that
assigns to a board a numeric value corresponding to
its strength. Since at any given stage of the game, the
player has only to select a move from a set of alternative
moves, the value can be interpreted as: "flY(j) > V(k)
then board j is more likely to be W then board k". The
assigned value acts only as a measure for comparing
boards, and absolute values have no meaning by them-
selves [19]. Hence, we do not really need a function that
orders the boards linearly. All we need is a partial order
(or a preference predicate [20]) over the set of boards.

Now that we have identified what is to be learned,
we proceed in deciding how. Many game learning pro-
grams rely on a supply of preclassified examples, book
learning included [17]. In the absence of preclassified
examples, one can use an alternative approach that. lets
a set of strategies compete with each other, combining
successful strategies to create new ones. A natural dis-
cipline to perform learning by evolution through com-
petition are Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [8, 7, 9]. Indeed,
there have been attempts to build programs that learn
to play games using GAs [4, 3, 7, 14, 9, 1, 2], but most
of them deal with simple games like Tic-Tac-Toe.

In this paper we present a framework for learn-
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ing the derivative function of an evaluation function
rather than learning the function itself. Our frame-
work introduces a new genetic operator, called deriva-
tive crossover, that accelerates the search of static eval-
uation function learning and makes it applicable for
complex games. Each chromosome represents a classi-
fication function, and the operator performs cross-over
on the derivatives of the chromosomes.

The next section discusses the view of learning as a
search process. In section three we analyze the learn-
ing task and identify the representation scheme to be
used by the learner. The forth section describes the
derivative operators. In the fifth section we demon-
strate experimentally the advantages of the derivative
crossover in evaluation-function learning in the domain
of Checkers. Section six concludes.

Definition 1 strategy A is said to beat strategy B, if
strategy A wins more games out of n games playing
against strategy B, letting n ~ oo.

Definition 2 Strategy A is said to be better than strat-
egy B, if it beats more strategies among the set of all
possible strategies.

In order to make hypotheses evaluation practical, we
sample both the games needed to determine the relation
"beats", and the set of strategies needed to determine
the relation "better than", by conducting a tournament
among the set of competing strategies.

Learning As A Search Process

Learning is the process of using experience in order to
modify some knowledge-base with the goal of improv-
ing it with respect to certain criteria [11]. The state
of the knowledge base at any moment can be viewed
as the current hypothesis, and the process of learning
can be viewed as exploring the state space of all plau-
sible hypotheses for the best hypothesis under the con-
straints imposed by experience [12]. There are three
types of processes involved: experience generation, hy-
pothesis generation and hypothesis evaluation. Each of
these processes can be either supplied by a teacher or
performed by the learner [18].

Hypotheses evaluation using sampling

and competition

In the context of game learning, hypotheses are board
classifiers. Classifiers are usually evaluated by the
portion of classified examples they correctly classify.
However, automatically producing classified boards is
mostly impossible. Only relatively few boards, typically
final configurations, can have their absolute classifica-
tion revealed. Applying exhaustive search for produc-
ing examples is rarely feasible, and deeper partial search
does not necessarily ensure a more accurate classifica-
tion. Not even positions taken from a book game can
be safely labeled as a win position to the actual winner
of the game. The final outcome of the game can only
indicate the global performance of the player.

We propose an alternative method of evaluating clas-
sifters, in the context of game-playing, based on global
performance alone. Since we use hypothesis evalua-
tion to guide the search in the hypothesis space, we do
not need absolute evaluation of hypotheses but rather
a preference predicate to enable us select hypotheses.
We define the relations "beats" and "batter than" over
pairs of strategies as following:

Hypotheses generation using genetic op-
erators

Most existing programs hold one hypothesis at a time,
thus performing hill climbing search [10]. In hill climb-
ing, the learner begins with some initial state and
steps through the space of hypotheses by modifying the
current held state. Whenever required to choose be-
tween alternative states, the learner invokes an evalua-
tion function for determining the most promising state.
Only the new state is kept each time, and the old one is
discarded. This major drawback of hill climbing often
causes the search to be captured in a local extreme po-
sition. For example, Samuel’s Checkers player [15, 16]
initial learning attempt failed due to its use of simple
hill-climbing.

It is quite possible to keep more than one alterna-
tive hypothesis. For instance, Samuel’s second attempt
applied hill climbing with one step look ahead and per-
formed much better. In general the wider the search
frontier, the less likely it is for the learner to be cap-
tured in a local extreme position. If we keep the set of
all generated hypotheses and select the best one to be
modified next, we perform best-first search. In best-first
the entire search frontier is held in memory, expanding
each time the most promising state according to the
evaluation function.

In beam search we keep a fixed number of best nodes
in memory. This has the advantage of keeping sev-
eral alternative hypotheses, reducing the likelihood of
being trapped in a local extreme, as well as the advan-
tage of using restricted memory resources, making the
search computationally feasible. Genetic algorithms,
where a beam of models evolves through global com-
petition, could serve as the means of generating and
evaluating hypotheses. In the next two sections we first
develop a method for representing hypotheses, and pro-
ceed to develop operators for traversing the hypothesis
space.
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MINIMAX~(u, t, d) 

if (d = O)or(succ(u) = ¢) then return u;
else case t of

MAX : return maxT~{MINIMAX~(v, MIN, d- 1) :v E suet(u)};
MIN : return minT~{MINIMAXT~(v, MAX, d - 1) : v E suet(u)};

Figure 1: MinimaxTl strategy

Methodology
For Evaluation Function Learning

A game-playing strategy is a mapping of the board
space into itself. In complex games the space of all map-
pings is too large to be practically traversed. We will
therefore restrict the search to the space of strategies
that apply MINIMAX as their control strategy. Tradi-
tionally, MINIMAX uses a real-valued evaluation func-
tion. However, MINIMAX can be easily modified to be
used with any relation 7~ for which maxTt and minTt
are defined. A MINIMAXT¢ procedure is shown in
figure 1. The procedure returns a board rather than a
value, thus rnaxTi and minT~ are well defined.

This work assumes a reduced hypothesis space con-
sisting of all strategies that apply1 MINIMAXTI to a
limited depth. Therefore, the hypothesis space is essen-
tially a set of relations. To ensure that MINIMAXT~
operates well we require that the relations are complete,
reflexive and transitive.

The representation scheme

The learner uses a representation scheme for represent-
ing hypotheses. The representation scheme is defined
by a representation space and an encoding function.
Tile encoding function maps elements of the represen-
tation space to relations in the hypothesis space. It is
possible for a hypothesis to have several representatives
in the representation space.

Notations: Denote by B the set of all plausible

boards. ~B denotes the set of real-valued evaluation
functions {f: B ---* II~}. For a given set I, (U, <U)I de-
notes an ordered partition of I. For each x E I, Ix] de-
notes a class U E U such that x E U. Let f (-) : S --~ 
be a function, and let Q be a relation over T × T.
f(.) Qf(.) denotes a relation ;P over S x S such that
xPy ¢=2z f(x) Qf(x), Vx, 

The learning task consists of a search in the repre-
sentation space, and can be defined according to the
representation scheme used by the learner, in either of
the following forms:

1 Actually an Alpha-beta pruning analog algorith.m was used.

.
As a function learning problem: The representa-
tion space is the set of real-valued functions over

boards. A function f E ~B encodes the relation

f(’) <l~ f(’)"

.
As an ordering problem: The representation space
is the set of complete preorders over boards. A
preorder relation -<B encodes itself.

.
As a partitioning problem: The representation
space is the set of complete ordered partitions. A
partition (he, <H)B encodes the relation [.] <// [-].

.
As a classification problem: The representation
space is a set of functions (classifiers) that map
boards into a finite ordered alphabet. A classifi-
cation function class: B ~ C, C = (Cl, c2,..., c.),
n E i~I, encodes the relation class(.) <C class(.).

Each of the above forms employs a different represen-
tation scheme, however, the four schemes encode the
same set of relations: Given a relation f(.) <~ f(-),
a complete preorder can be encoded as following: for
all x,y E B define x -<B Y ~ f(x) <~ f(y).
Given a relation -<B, an ordered partition (//, <//)B
can be encoded as following: let//be the set of equiv-
alence classes of the kernel of-<B, and define </d
according to the order between their representatives:
[x] <// [y] ~ x -<B Y" Given a relation [.] </// [.],
a classification class:B ~ (Cl, c2,...,c,) can be en-
coded as following: let n = [//I and let (.)~ be an iso-

morphism of (//, <//)B onto ({Cl,C2,..., CllAi }, <C)
where the least element of 3/is mapped to ct. Define
classe(z) = ([x])~o for all x E B. The index func-
tion fa~ : B ~ N induced by the function class~o and
satisfies classy(x) = cf~,o..(~), is in particular a real
function, thus concluding the equivalence cycle.

Nevertheless, the effort required for searching the
hypothesis space in the four representation schemes
is quite different. Learning a real-valued function is
the most natural thing to do, however, the representa-
tion space is the largest; different functions may induce
the same preorder and thus represent the same playing
strategy. We would have liked to search the space of
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preorders or alternatively the space of ordered parti-
tioned, since both evade redundancy. These represen-
tation schemes, however, are difficult to code efficiently.
Instead, representing a preorder by a classification func-
tion can be coded more naturally, but requires deciding
on the number of classes, n, which can lead to two types
of problems. Let noptimal = I/’41. Either n < noptimal
in which case the representation scheme is too restric-
tive, or n > noptimal in which case the representation
scheme is too expressive. In both cases the same re-
lation may have multiple representations. We would
like to partition the space of classifiers into equivalent
classes such that class1 E [class2] iff class1 and class2
represent the same preorder -<B" Such a partition is
indeed represented by a set of canonical classification
functions.

Definition 3 Let B be the set of plausible boards, and
lel C = (cl,c2,...,cn) be an ordered set of classes. 
classification function class: B ---* C is said Co be a
canonical classification function if class is a mapping
of B on a proper prefiz of the ordered set of classes C,
{cl,c2,...,Cm} C C, m <_ n.

Any classification function has a performance equiva-
lent canonical representative (classy, mentioned above).
The space of canonical classification functions is equal
in size to the space of ordered partitions. The following
equation summarizes the sizes of the different represen-
tation spaces.

(1)

{class:B ~ (Cl,...,Cn<noptim~,)} I <
< {(U,<u)s} 
= {class:B @1, ,c,=,o,,,m.,)}[=
= {-<B}I-<

{class:S ~ <C1, ,Cn>nop, im.,)} ] <

< I~BI

Derivative Learning

Let A1,A2,...,AL be L static attribute functions,
Ai:B ~ {al,a2,...,ak,}, each mapping boards
into a discrete range of values. Denote by
range(A1) x range(A2) x ... x range(AL) the Carte-
sian vector space representing boards. We consider
the evaluation function as a two phase mapping.

B ~ range(A1) x range(A2) x ... x range(An) 

(cl, c2,..., c,). A single attribute classifier is a map-
ping f: range(A) --* 

We consider evaluation functions as a classifiers that
map values of a continuous valued feature into linearly
ordered classes. In order to apply genetic algorithms
for searching the space of possible classifiers, we will
represent each alternative classifier by a chromosome
string of length 1. Each chromosome is represented as a
list of classes, whose i th element is the class assigned to
boards with feature value ai. We use the natural vector

representation as commonly used in genetic algorithms,
but tend to give a relative interpretation, and insist that
each strategy has a unique representation. Three per-
formance equivalent classification functions are shown
in figure 2. To prevent coding from being redundant, in

Figure 2: Performance-equal evaluation functions

the sense that the number of possible eneodings exceed
the number of classifiers, a canonical representation is
used: all indexes are set positive letting the smallest be
1, and the entire range of classes is used.

The continuity assumption
As all the attributes considered are discrete and contin-
ues, we heuristically assume that board positions with
similar attribute values have similar position strength,
and thus belong to similar classes. This assumption is
easily incorporated by adding a restriction forcing suc-
cessive attribute values to be mapped to neighboring or
identical classes. The corresponding classification func-
tion is hence assumed to be smooch.

Given an attribute range(A) = (al, a2,..., ak), de-

fine I]ai -- ajl I g li - j[, and given an ordered set of

classes C = (ca,c2,...,c~) define IIc~ - c~ll ~ [i - j[.
The desired smoothness of the evaluation function may
be imposed by keeping M-bounded slopes:

(2) Vat, aj E range(A), Ilf(ai) - f(aj)ll < M
IIai -- ajH -

If we denote

(3) f’(ai) II f(ad - f( a,-l)ll = Il f(ad - f( ai-1)ll
Ilai - ai-lll 1

then having

(4) IIf’(a)[I _< M Va range(A)

guarantees M-bounded slopes.
For each M denote by )rivl the set of M-bounded

functions. Under the continuity assumption it is suffi-
cient to search within the space of .TM, or by following
the derivative notation, within the space of functions
with an M-bounded derivative.
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Atln, bule Vdue ~ d c@f,o~,e vabe~

(c) Standard Crossover

-iW-
A ~!-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-o~e Vok~e ~ of otl~oute w&,.~

(d) Derivative Crossover

Figure 3: Motivation for using derivative crossover

Derivative Operators

The traditional crossover is one-point-crossover where
two fixed length strings are cut at a random selected
point, called the crossover point, and recombined by
switching their parts. The conventional mutation is an
unary operator where a single character at a randomly
selected point, called the mutation point, is changed.
We present a derivative variation of the crossover and
mutation operators.

Let l be the length of the chromosomes, and let
C = (Cl,C2,...,cn) be an ordered alphabet, and as-
sume n >_ I. A chromosome of length l over the al-
phabet. C may be viewed as a function that maps the
indexes (1, 2,..., l) into the alphabet C. The derivative
crossover performs one-point crossover on the deriva-
tives of the two functions, and then integrates the re-
sults to produce the new offspring. The derivative mu-
tation performs conventional mutation to the function’s
derivative, and then integrates the result to produce the
mutated offspring.

Definition 4 Let f = (tl,t2,...,tz) be a vector over
the given alphabet C, and denote the derivative of f by:

(5) f’ = (llt_~ -tlll, llt3-t211,...,lltt-tt-all)

Let f’ = (dl,d2 .... ,dr-l) be a vector of integers, and
denote the integral of f’ by:

(6) If’ = <Ck’Ck+da Ck+dx+d2 " ’C ~-"z-1 >’ ’ "" k+z._,,=ldi

where k 1 min ~0, dl, d1 -]- d2,. 1-1= -- "’’ Ei=I di is a

constant keeping the indexes positive.
The derivative crossover and mutation are defined as

follows:

(7) tCrossover(fl, f2) ~- / Crossover(f~ fX)

AMutation(f)=A f Mutation(f)(S)

Example 1 Performing a derivative crossover of two
chromosomes of length 5 over the ordered alphabet
(a, b, c, d, e) may yield the following result:

OossoveK[abcbc] , [abbc~q) 

I II III IV

= (f([,~, 1,~,f(1,~,~1110) ([ abcde],tabbab])
I IV III II

Example 2 Similarly, performing a derivative muta-
tion might result in:

AMutation([abcbc]) 
= f Mutation([1,~.~-l, 111 =

= f([1,~.2--1,11+~)= [bcbab]
k

Motivation for using derivative operators
Suppose we are trying to learn a strategy by using a sin-
gle attribute with five values: 1,2,3,4,5. Assume that
the following two promising strategies have emerged.
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One which succeeded in learning the benefit of posi-
tions with attribute values 2,3,4,5 over positions with
attribute value 1, and one which failed yet to distin-
guish between 1 and 2 but managed to learn an equally
significant relative benefit of positions with attribute
values 4,5 over positions with attribute values 1,2,3.
Figure 3(a) shows the partition {{1}, {2, 3, 4,5}}, and
3(5) shows the partition {{1,2,3},{4,5)}. A tradi-
tional crossover would most likely produce the unde-
sired partition {{1, 3}, {2,4, 5}} shown in 3(c). On the
other hand, applying the derivative crossover you most
likely produce the partition {{1},{2,3},{4,5)} as shown
in 3(d) combining both parents’ information and auto-
matically introducing a third new class.

Experimental Results

In order to test the framework presented in the previous
sections, a series of experiments was conducted. The
purpose of the experiments was to determine whether
our analysis, that the derivative crossover and muta-
tion perform better than the standard operators, would
prove itself in a real game playing domain. The exper-
iments were carried out in the following manner: the
population size was kept fixed at 64, the number of gen-
erations was 40, the initial population of vectors was
generated at random with the restriction of bounded
derivatives. In each generation a full tournament of
games was conducted using the Alpha-beta pruning al-
gorithm with the chromosomes as the classifiers applied
to the leaves. Fitness values were assigned according
to overall performance. Derivative crossover was ap-
plied with probability of 0.1 and derivative mutation
with decreasing probability. Rank selection was used.
The experiments were conducted on a massively paral-
lel commercial computer. A modular approach based
on a parallel programming paradigm called Linda [5]
was used to parallelize the experiments.

Derivative vs. absolute

In the first series of experiments the task was to learn
the best evaluation function for Checkers, based on
a single attribute. The attribute picked was material
credit, i.e. player’s pieces - opponent’s pieces, for two
reasons. First, material credit is known to be a dom-
inating feature in Checkers and thus meaningful as a
sole attribute. Secondly, the target function is known,
allowing results to be assessed. Figures 4 and 5 show
the best individual in selected generations, comparing
derivative and standard operators. It can be observed
that, for a single attribute, a stable vector was discov-
ered after only 6 generations with derivative crossover;
whereas with traditional crossover it required about 30.
In both cases the middle section (-5,5) of the evolving
vector resembles the expected monotonically increas-
ing target function. However, the stable vector of the

derivative case is much smoother than the absolute case
vector. Using the derivative crossover achieved conver-
gence in one fifth of the number of generations needed
when using traditional one-point crossover. Since the
usage of a genes falls exponentially as the location of
the gene moves away from the center, many more games
ought to be played each generation in order to learn the
edges of the chromosome. In the derivative cash there
is hope for further improvement, because the edges
can be independently improved without altering the
established middle part. In the standard case, how-
ever, where values are absolute, all the genes need to
be changed for improving the function, thus requiring
more learning resources.

The benefit of derivative learning compared to learn-
ing with the standard genetic operator, is seen in fig-
ure 6. The graph shows the performance of best in-

i
o,I / i i i ~ .........~- ....’.

v o 3 ":"~ i"
¯ "! ~ " :

Figure 6: Derivative learning vs. direct learning

dividuals of the first 40 generation, tested against an
external player. The solid line (DX) shows the deriva-
tive convergence, and the other lines show the curve
of learning a classification function using standard ge-
netic operators, with 2, 6, 12, and 24 permitted classes
(alleles), respectively.

Function learning

In order to test the system capability of learning any
continuous evaluation function, we have created an ar-
tificial game where the optimal evaluation function is
known. To play this game, we plug in an arbitrary func-
tion, e.g. sin x, and randomly generate pairs of points
{x, y}, (in this experiment a set of 500 pairs). Each
player orders each of the pairs. An ordered pair (x, y)
is considered a correct answer if sin z < sin y. The
player that has more correct answers wins the game,
without being told which of the answers were correct.
This simulates game experience based on overall per-
formance using a preference predicate sin(.) < sin(.).
Similar learning sessions were conducted with the func-
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Figure 4: Chromosomes during learning using
derivative operators

Figure 5: Chromosomes during learning using
standard operators

Figure 7: Best chromosome in three learning ses-
sions compared with target function f(x) = lOsin~oX,
f(x) 2~= 10 cos y6x, f(z) = ~ sin ~-~-~, respectively.

tions cos x and x sin x. Figure 7 shows selected chromo-
somes during learning (left), and the final chromosome
compared with the target function (right).

Combining several attributes

Combining several attributes is not a straightforward
extension. Just as the final outcome of a game can
only indicate the global performance of the player, the
final outcome of the evaluation function indicates its
global strength, and not the quality of its components

separately. One approach for dealing with this diffi-
culty if to use matrices instead of vectors. There are
matrix genetic operators [6], but generalizing them to
n-dimensions is not practical. An alternative approach
is to learn the second attribute function on top of the
first, e.g. a delta-coding genetic algorithm [21].

We learn the second attribute function in a manner
similar to the first attribute, except that performance
is evaluated using a linear combination of the two func-
tions. The learning is repeated in search of the best
combining coefficient, keeping the first attribute func-
tion constant. Experiments for combining piece advan-
tage and king advantage for the game of Checkers re-
sulted in the expected ratio of 2 : 3 combination. Com-
bining up to 5 attributes resulted in an improvement of
play. These results are shown in figure 8 .

0.6

O.512

0.52

0.40

Figure 8: Performance of learners against external
tester. Combinations of 2, 3, 4 and 5 attributes were
used.

Interleaving derivative learning with linear combina-
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tion is much more powerful than simple linear combi-
nation of features. Samuel’s evaluation function was
restricted to hyperplanes, a fact considered to be a ma-
jor drawback of his program. Our method, however,
allows surfaces such as t~ - t~ shown in figure 9 to be
learned, that could not had been learned using simple
linear combination of features.

Figure 9: Representable non linear surface

Conclusions

Genetic algorithm is a natural candidate for learning
in games. In this paper we study the use of genetic
algorithms in game-playing learning programs, empha-
sising on learning a static evaluation function. Instead
of blindly fitting the problem to genetic algorithm, we
modified genetic algorithms to fit the problem, achiev-
ing better results. We began by deciding to invest our
efforts in learning an evaluation function (rather than
learn a complete strategy from scratch). We further
determined that the precise learning task is finding an
order relation (rather than absolute classifications). 
then concluded that it is beneficial to learn an evalua-
tion function by its derivatives, and designed a deriva-
live crossover operator that combines good building
blocks. A heuristic continuity assumption has proven
advantageous in the genetic search. In a series of ex-
periments performed with the new framework, the pro-
gram acquired an evaluation function component for
the game of Checkers, an arbitrary continuous function,
and a non linear combination of features.

Previous work that use genetic algorithms to learn,
either apply too demanding techniques that are not
applicable for complex games, or perform a very re-
stricted type of learning. We assumed the control to
be known a priori, and left the learner with the task
of learning the evaluation function. This is different
than Koza’s approach [9] that induces Lisp programs
from scratch. There is another difference in approaches
between other systems and ours concerning the coding
policy. "Ore claim that relative representation is more

beneficial than absolute representation, for achieving
generalization using genetic algorithms. The 1-bounded
slops assumption may be generalized to M-bounded
slops, increasing the expressive power of the represen-
tation, paying in search time.

The derivative operators were designed for evolving
game-playing evaluation functions, but may be useful
for other order-preserving representations as well. We
hope that the methodology of learning the derivatives
instead of the function itself can be applied with meth-
ods other than genetic algorithms, and that the deriva-
tive crossover can be applied to other areas of genetic
search beyond game playing.
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